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inTernal news

european Standard For SerVice  
proViSion oF medical doctorS

The cen projecT has sTarTed –  
we need your help now!

Homeopathic medicine is a system of medicine 
requiring a distinct qualification in addition 
to the standard medical qualification. medi-
cal doctors with an additional qualification 
in homeopathy provide their services all over

europe, yet there are no consistent standards of education, training 
and practice. additionally, there is a vast diversity of regulations 
governing the practice of homeopathy within europe. therefore, 
the development of a european Standard for the requirements of 
medical doctors with additional qualification in homeopathy and 
the specifications of their services by the european committee for 
Standardisation (cen) is one of the most important projects for the 
new ecH council and its member associations. 

the european committee for Standardisation (cen) is an inter-
national non-profit association based in brussels and is a major 
provider of european Standards and technical specifications. on 1 
january 2013, a new eu regulation on european Standardisation 
came into force. it provides the legal framework within which the 
european Standards organisations operate. 

the ecH standardisation project for the requirements of medi-
cal doctors with additional qualification in homeopathy - and the 
specifications of their services by cen – is supported by the aus-
trian Standards institute (aSi) and will involve all 33 cen member 
countries. the aSi proposal on the creation of a new cen project 
committee for “Services of medical doctors with additional Quali-
fication in Homeopathy – requirements for Healthcare provision 
by medical doctors with additional Qualification in Homeopathy” 
was submitted on 6 may 2013. after two years of preparations, 
the official process for consultation and agreement started on 8 
may 2013. other stakeholders in the field of medical homeopathy, 
including the health ministries, public health authorities and pa-
tients’ organisations, have also been invited to participate. Services 

provided by persons who are not medical doctors and the prepara-
tion of homeopathic medicines are excluded from the scope. the 
deadline for voting on the establishment of the new cen project 
committee is 6 august 2013. 

the ecH has been working on developing voluntary standards 
since 2001. the minimum standards of education and training in 
homeopathic medicine for medical doctors, pharmacists, veterinar-
ians and dentists are stipulated in “the medical Homeopathic edu-
cational Standards”, these were developed in close collaboration 
with the lmHi and published in 2009. this work will serve as the 
basis for european standardization.

it is envisaged that the proposed european Standard will increase 
patient safety, provide safe and secure homeopathic medical ser-
vices in europe and create a level playing field for medical doctors 
with an additional qualification in homeopathy. a european Stan-
dard can streamline the provision of homeopathic medical services 
and may pave the way for the inclusion of this additional qualifica-
tion under council directive 2005/36/ec.

participants of the ecH cen Kick-off meeting in Vienna
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KicK-off MeeTing in Vienna

at an internal “cen Kick-off meeting” in Vienna on 26-27 april 
2013, a group of ecH experts outlined the concept for a draft 
structure for the proposed standard. these will have until the no-
vember ecH council meeting in barcelona to be developed further. 
lmHi representatives have been invited to participate and to con-
tribute their knowledge and expertise.

the following five working packages have been defined:
1) terms and definitions: Homeopathy
2) Service preconditions: clinical practice, core competences
3) education: educational requirements, continuing education and 

training  
4) code of ethics: relationship with patient, other medical profes-

sions and colleagues
6) organisation: Facility and equipment requirements, quality as-

surance, insurance

your help is needed: conTacT your 
naTional sTandardisaTion Body

We urge you to collaborate and help this process by contacting 
your respective national Standardisation body to assure them 
that you are committed to participating and supporting the cre-
ation of a new cen “project committee – Services of medical 
doctors with additional Qualification in Homeopathy”. your 
commitment incurs no obligation or financial contribution for 
the future! to facilitate this approach, all ecH member associa-
tions will receive a sample letter and a list of their responsible 
national representatives. moreover, all colleagues who were un-
able to attend the cen kick-off meeting in Vienna, are kindly 
requested to select a working package to which you would like 
to contribute. if you have any uncertainties, questions or sug-
gestions, please contact with the ecH office at info@homeopa-
thyeurope.org.

the new ecH team 2013-2017

ecH GoVernance

firsT council MeeTing 
under new ech TeaM
23-25 March, Zurich, switzerland

after the change of government at the 8th General assembly in brus-
sels on 17 november 2012, the new ecH team successfully held its 
first council meeting in Zurich, Switzerland, from 23-25 march 2013. 
almost 70 ecH members came together at Hotel Zürichberg (Foto) 
to discuss important ecH topics within their subcommittees, to listen 
to an inspiring presentation about the Swiss cam model, to take part 
in an open Space cambrella workshop, and to enjoy an exciting tour 
and common dinner at the masoala Hall of the Zurich Zoo. 

Special thanks go to the kind hospitality of the SVHa and the 
perfect organisation of barbara bichsel, Franziska bläuer, clemens  
dietrich and their team.

“a hard farewell, but the right decision“

barbara bichsel who has represented the Swiss Ho-

meopathic association (SVHa) in both the ecH and 

the lmHi from 2007-2013 resigned from the SVHa 

executive board on 16 may – however, she will 

support the preparations for the joint austrian-Swiss 

congress in may 2014 and will continue to teach 

and engage in the introduction of homeopathy 

at the hospital in her home region. We warmly 

welcome barbara’s successor Franziska bläuer.
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open space caMBrella-worKshop: 
“horiZon 2020 – and Beyond”

what does homeopathy offer 
in europe?
notes on the workshop results 
from Klaus von ammon and 
Martin frei-erb, institute of 
complementary Medicine (KiKoM) 
of the university of Bern 

From 2010-2012, the eu-Fp7-financed cambrella project revealed 
results of definition, legal issues, citizens’ demand, patients’ and 
providers’ perspectives of use as well as international aspects of 
complementary and alternative medicine (cam). representatives 
from KiKom were invited to run a workshop with ecH members at-
tending the Zürich meetings. in his introduction, Klaus von ammon, 
summarised these results and gave an overview of the roadmap for 
future cam research in europe. using the open Space technique, 
which was well-proven at the 60th liGa congress in lucerne, 2006, 
to identify fields of participants’ interest, participants formed small 
groups of 3-5 people, each discussing a different aspect of cam.  
after these small-working group discussions, the results were con-
densed in a plenary workshop, focusing on strategic considerations 
of qualitative and quantitative research. the overarching goal was 
to develop main features of a homeopathic research agenda to be 
adapted into further eu research programs 2014-2020.

The following topics were discussed in the open space process:
1. better understanding of homeopathy through definition of 
HealtH as a self-regulating system, caring / healing as direction 
and stimulation towards self-healing (salutogenic principle) ending 
up with definition of life as a dynamic, self-organising, adapting, 
self-managing system. (Holder: tomasz Kokoszczynski, robbert van 
Haselen) 

2. regulation and legislation in europe: ecH must aim to be ac-
knowledged as the most competent partner and first line interlocu-
tor for eu civil servants regarding homeopathy. the future european 
Standardization of Service provision of medical doctors with ad-
ditional Qualification in Homeopathy may pave the way for the 
inclusion of this additional qualification under council directive 
2005/36/ec. it is a good example of self-regulation. tendencies 
to over-regulation have to be addressed and stopped. Freedom of 
choice (for the patient), freedom of practice (for the medical doc-
tor) and self-responsibility have to be fostered. regular consultations 
with the Homeopathic medicinal products Working Group (Hmp-
WG) and the offer for close cooperation should ensure and improve 
the europe-wide ready availability of homeopathic medicinal prod-
ucts. Furthermore the transparency of the decision process and the 
regulatory framework of HmpWG should be improved. Harmoniza-
tion and documentation of clinical results should be achieved, imple-
menting cliFicol as a prospective observational study resembling 
daily homeopathic Gp and specialists’ practice. projects in Horizon 
2020 could deal with chronically ill or pain patients. (Holder: thom-
as peinbauer) 

3. enhancing research in daily practice will make diagnosis, course 
and outcome of homeopathic consultations available through a pro-
spective study, e.g. cliFicol: c. 20,000 doctors with ecH standard 
training make up to 5 cases each available for research. this would 

presentation of open Space workshop results
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result in 100,000 single-case studies being collected and classified, 
according to both conventional and homeopathic criteria, augment-
ed by patients‘ and practitioners‘ perspective! collaboration with 
experienced and established institutions, especially universities, 
seems essential. this work should be rewarded by the respective 
national associations with ecH accreditation, internally as qualifica-
tion credits, externally by e.g. cme credit points. (Holder: anna pla 
i castellsagué)

4. methods of conventional medicine research and Homeopathic 
research need definitions of classical, clinical, complex and isopathic 
homeopathy, and “levels” of disease: acute, chronic, epidemic, by a 
european network of methodology research developing models for 
individual homeopathic research. (Holder: antonella ronchi)

5. patient Satisfaction is the most important outcome parameter 
in single case studies, merged into case series and surveys of sever-
ity of disease, reasons for admission, treatment satisfaction, quality 
of life (Qol) and cost-effectiveness. this will result in a systematic 
data collection of real life situation in daily practice (cf. epi iii, paris, 
France). long-term follow-up will detect reasons for „lost cases“ not 
coming back (eg. 80 % due to full satisfaction, mvW, Swiss data). 
results should be publicly available for patients and doctors, and dis-
cussed within social media. the topic “Who is a good homeopath“ 
was discussed in respect to different approaches, but could not be 
finished. (Holder: Sara eames, michel van Wassenhoven) 

6. in order to get a better view of the action of homeopathic rem-
edies, one must take into account what is known from the results 
of basic research and promote its contribution. Such information, 
namely about chemical and physical properties of the mother tinc-
ture and the diluted, dynamised solutions and homeopathic rem-
edies; the details of interactions between remedies and living cells, 

may come from independent research groups performing funda-
mental research. as well and in parallel, it should be financed by 
both pharmaceutical firms and independent foundations. indeed, 
a better knowledge of the fundamental processes is a prerequisite 
for any good evolution. We should also underline the importance 
of the publication of these results in scientific paper, which are cited 
as impact factor papers. as an example, one can refer to a recent 
paper by dr. duval (duval e et al: long-lived submicrometric bub-
bles in very diluted alkali halide water solutions. phys chem chem 
phys. 2012 mar 28;14(12):4125-32), where is described the result 
of measurements of the population of nano-bubbles that are formed 
in diluted aqueous solutions is described. (Holder: ilse muchitsch)

7. the communication group detected 10 % “friends“, 40 % “fol-
lowers”, 40 % “interested”, and 10 % “adverse people” in public dis-
cussions. therefore, clear and simple communication in public dis-
cussions and dissemination of results is necessary to avoid different 
meanings and understandings. barriers for medical students could be 
lowered by a push and pull strategy: implementation in curriculum 
including specific examinations and displaying both emotional satis-
faction and financial success in private practice. Fruitful discussion are 
only possible in accepting “unity in diversity“ leading to integrative 
structures. (Holder: cornelia bajic, barbara bichsel, clemens dietrich)

Summarising these topics, a homeopathic roadmap for Horizon 
2020 was outlined. this comprised of: single case studies, case se-
ries, prospective observational studies for detecting clinical and cost-
effectiveness in daily practice, and basic research for clarifying the 
mode of remedy action. apart from these research topics, raising 
the self-consciousness of homeopaths and the self-empowerment of 
patients should enhance clear communication to the public, includ-
ing opponents. this is especially true for ecH as the competent 
partner in legislation and registration issues.

daKoMed presenTaTion: 
learning froM The swiss experience

dakomed is the Swiss umbrella organisation of patients, family doc-
tors, therapists, hospitals, specialist retailers and manufacturers in 
the field of cam. dakomed aims to achieve the integration  of 
complementary and alternative medicine within the national health 
care system – as stipulated in article 118a cam of the federal 
constitution – which obliges the Swiss government and cantons “to 
ensure that, within the scope of their jurisdiction, complementary 
medicine is taken into consideration”. 

as part of the new approach to meetings, christine Keller-Sallen-
bach, dakomed managing director, and Walter Stüdeli, director of 
communications and public affairs, were invited to present their 
work and achievements to those attending the meetings in Zürich 
on the morning of Saturday, 23rd march. 

they summarised the history of the Swiss public relations cam-
paign, explained their finance and fundraising campaigns and de-
scribed the core requirements to be put into practice: 

n  promoting integrative medicine (collaboration between conven-
tional and complementary medicine) 

n  including the medical route of complementary medicine in basic 
health insurance, SuVa, iV and military insurance

n  promoting teaching and research at universities
n  creating national diplomas and cantonal professional licensing 

for therapists (natural therapists and complementary therapists)
n  ensuring diversity of medicinal products
n  integrating cam into existing structures at hospitals
to realise these goals, dakomed has built up a comprehensive com-
munication system comprising e-mail newsletters to its members, 
articles in the publications of health associations, its own biannual 
bulletin, the publication of guidelines and through their website. 
in addition, their continuous political lobbying is of highest impor-
tance to ensure ongoing support from the population and from 
members of the parliament (mps).

dakomed 
executive board 
member 
Herbert Schwabl

christine Keller-
Sallenbach, 
dakomed managing 
director

Walter Stüdeli, 
expert for 
communications 
and public affairs 
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council decision: ech exTends MeMBership To all counTries 
in europe 

at its meeting on 25 march, following the suggestion of the ecH treasurer yves Faingnaert, the ecH 
council decided to extend the membership to all european countries. conclusively, the membership 
will now also be offered to homeopathic medical associations in armenia, Kazakhstan, the republic of 
moldova, russia, turkey and ukraine.

upcoMing ech MeeTings 2013-2014

ech fall Meeting 2013: Barcelona, 8-9 november 2013
the next ecH council meeting will be hosted by the medical Homeopathic academy of barcelona amHb and will take place on 8-9 
november 2013. in addition to the meetings of the council and the subcommittees, a symposium on “the Homeopathic remedy” will be 
offered to all participants on Friday afternoon. 

ech spring Meeting 2014: london, 4-6 april 2014
Special event: media workshop

ech general assembly 2014, Brussels, 21-24 november 2014
the simultaneous sessions of the ecH sub-committees will begin on Friday at 15:30 h. closure and departure of participants on Sunday 
at 13.30 h. (Venue: Hotel bloom)

new addresses for ech headquarTers, 
secreTariaT and archiVes 

ech secretariat

due to the retirement of its long-time secretary myriam braillard and 
the closing of the residence of the belgian Homeopathic association 
uHb, the ecH had to move its headquarters, archives and admin-
istrative office. based on the Ga decision of november 2012, the 
ecH now shares office space and personnel with the German as-
sociation of Homeopathic physicians dZVhÄ in berlin at reinhardt-
strasse 37, 10117 berlin. you can reach the new office manager, 
caroline Geiser directly at office@homeopathyeurope.org for con-
tent-related questions including the website and newsletter (phone: 
+49-30-325 97 34 12). messages sent to info@homeopathyeurope.
org go to both caroline Geiser and her colleague Stefanie Wenzel, 
who is in charge of updating the ecH database, membership fees 
and diplomas (phone: +49-30-325 97 34 15, tue + thur 9-17 h, 
Wed 9-13 h). the office’s fax number is +49-30-325 97 34 19.

ech headquarters

the ecH accepted the generous 
offer of dr jacques imberechts, 
the first ecH president, and 
moved its headquarters to his 
home at avenue leopold ii, 
no. 134, 1080 brussels, on 1 
February 2013, after approval 
of the ecH council. thank you, 
jacques!

ech archives

the new holder of the ecH archives is the institute for the History 
of medicine (institut für Geschichte der medizin iGm in Stuttgart. 
our contact is the archivist and iGm deputy director, prof. dr. 
phil. martin dinges. the institute has a research library with more 
than 50,000 volumes, as well as the homoeopathic archives from 
the estate of Samuel Hahnemann and important pupils and succes-
sors, clemens von bönninghausen in particular. the archives also 
hold the records of other international and national homoeopathic 
organisations. 

the iGm’s website is available in english, French and Spanish 
at www.igm-bosch.de/content/language2/html/index.asp.

caroline Geiser Stefanie Wenzel

dr jacques imberechts
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neW cam reGulation in italy

naTional rules for The 
educaTion in coMpleMenTary 
Medicine approVed 

on 20 december 2012, the italian regional 
presidents approved a proposal for a national 
agreement on the standardisation and regula-
tion of the service provision of medical doc-
tors, dentists, veterinarians and pharmacists

with additional qualification in acupuncture, herbal medicine and 
homeopathy. it was signed officially on 7 February 2013. italy will
be one of the few european countries with national regulation on 
education in complementary and alternative medicine. the pilot 
process began in tuscany in 2007. 

the legislation stipulates that regional professional associations 
must establish registers of professional cam experts, based on 
requirements defined by regional law and by the regional com-
mittee for cam education and to issue a specific certification. 
the curriculum will be offered by accredited public and private 
training centres. the minimum requirements are a 3-years-course 
of 500 hours training, including 100 hours clinical practice which 
can be started after passing a theoretical and practical exam and 
having defended a thesis. transitional provisions were set up for 
professionals who are already working as cam practitioners. be-
side the basic principles and the clinical application of comple-
mentary medical techniques, teaching of medical criteria based on 
evidence, the capacity to conduct clinical research and knowledge 
about legislation and regulations on rights to information and in-
formed consent must be ensured. the registers are open to the 

medicinal productS For Human uSe 

ech conTriBuTion To The  
reVision of The eu clinical 
Trials direcTiVe

on 5 February 2013, about twenty experts 
representing of ecH, ecHamp, epHa and 
Hri came together in brussels to discuss 
the “proposal for a regulation of the eu-
ropean parliament and of the council on 

on clinical trials on medicinal products for human use, and repealing 
directive 2001/20/ec” (clinical trials regulation), adopted by the 
european commission in july 2012.

although this directive has brought about important improvements 
in the safety and ethical soundness of clinical trials in the eu and 
in the reliability of clinical trials data, the clinical trials directive is 
arguably the most heavily criticised piece of eu-legislation in the 
area of pharmaceuticals. this criticism is voiced by all stakeholders 
- patients, industry, and academic research. the scope is limited to 
clinical research on medicinal products, but it is very wide in that 
it only excludes clinical studies that do not involve an ‘interven-
tion’ (e.g. surveys amongst medical practitioners without additional 
intervention or ‘data mining’). the draft regulation also applies to 
research in homeopathy, a treatment modality whose value for eu-

public, so that patients are able to inform themselves about the 
competences and services offered by medical doctors.

antonella ronchi, president of Fiamo and member of the ecH 
political subcommittee, welcomes the new law on cam, especially 
because homeopathy is recognised as a medical discipline. However, 
she voiced concern about the “ambiguous and contradictory” defini-
tion of homeopathy in article 2 of the agreement, which could have 
“consequences on the professional profile of medical homeopaths”. 
at the moment, there is a clear distinction between homeopathy, 
homotoxicology and anthroposophic medicine. the clear definition 
of homeopathy in article 2, which states “Homeopathy is defined as 
a diagnostic and therapeutic method, based on the law of similarity 
that affirms the possibility to cure a patient by the administration of 
one or more diluted substances, that taken by a healthy person re-
produce symptoms characteristic of his illness” is not in line with the 
amendment which says “the definition of Homeopathy comprises 
all therapies that use diluted medicines as specified by the legislative 
decree n.219, 24 april 2006 and the subsequent acts.” 

the implementation of the new regulation is compulsory for all re-
gions within one year after the signing of the agreement and will give 
it the status of a national law.

the ecH will closely monitor this implementation process to ensure 
that it contains all the details that were not possible to explicitly 
include in the agreement itself. it has been announced that a dis-
tinction shall be made between the various therapeutic approaches 
that use homeopathic medicinal products, i.e. homeopathy, anthro-
posophic medicine and homotoxicology, and give the distinct defini-
tions and descriptions of the respective educational requirements in 
the second, forthcoming part of the new regulation.

ropean citizens has been reviewed and acknowledged under the Fp7 
program as cambrella.

as a result of the 5 February meeting, the ecH sent a contribution 
to the draft report to the responsible shadow rapporteur in the eu-
ropean parliament antonyia parvanova, meeting the deadline of 27 
February. However, we have yet to recieve a response .

The following questions and aspects were raised by ech:
if the intention is to include homeopathic research in the regulation
n  How will the participation of relevant and qualified experts on 

ethics committees be guaranteed?

Given the distinguishing specificities of Hpts (“provings”)
n  are they included in the category of ‘’clinical trials’’ as defined 

in the proposed regulation?
n  do they qualify as ‘’low-intervention clinical trials’’ in case that 

the products are not being authorised?
n  do you consider Hpts of unauthorised Homeopathic medicinal 

products low risk trials?
n  under criterion 3b for low-interventional trial, do you consider 

market-authorised Homeopathic medicinal products that are au-
thorised for homeopathic use without indication, used in accor-
dance with the terms of the marketing authorisation as intended 
in criterion 3b?

n  do you consider the application of the rules to decide which 
Homeopathic medicinal products is indicated in a homeopathic 
treatment as the standard treatment?
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ech presidenT aTTends lMhi celeBraTion in KöThen

a report and picture gallery is available on the lmHi website at http://liga.iwmh.net/index.php?menuid=49&reporeid=303

ech Background information  
on homeopathic pathogenetic Trails 
Homeopathic pathogenetic trials (Hpt) are a specific and essential 
form of homeopathic research are Homeopathic pathogenetic trials 
(Hpt). in Hpts healthy volunteers take an unknown Homeopathic 
medicinal product and record their temporary reactions. the record-
ed symptoms are the basis for prescription for patients according to 
the treatment principles of homeopathy. these principles are always 
applied in each diagnosis that is accessible for homeopathic treat-
ment, and thus can be considered standard treatment procedure.

Some Homeopathic medicinal products have been authorised for 
the market, others are new and therefore not yet authorised. the 
safety record of Hpt is excellent. the procedures needed to provide 
reliability and robustness to a Hpt need further research to find the 
most feasible design.

detailed information and all official clinical trials documents 
documents are available on the european union website 
http://ec.europa.eu/health/human-use/clinical-trials/#rlctd.

“come to Köthen, 

go for paris!” 

in his speech at the 

lmHi celebration 

in Köthen, ecH 

president thomas 

peinbauer reflects 

on “returning 

to Hahnemann –

innovation and 

renovation”. european library for Homeopathy in Koethen, Germany

The new ech TeaM 2013-2017

the ecH is governed by the council which consists of the presi-
dent, Vice-president, Secretary, treasurer and the co-ordinators of 
the subcommittees. the tenure of office is four years and is renew-
able. the new council members were elected at the 8th General 
assembly in november 2012 in brussels. 

the new ecH president thomas peinbauer (austria) succeeded ton 
nicolai. ton, one of the founding members of the ecH in 1990, did 
not seek re-election. the new Vice-president, Karin bandelin (Ger-
many), takes over from ulrich d. Fischer. yves Faingnaert (belgium) 
remains as treasurer, a post he has held for many years. paying 
tribute to patricia leroux, her predecessor, Hélène renoux (France) 

has taken on the role of General Secretary. the ecH has seven 
subcommittees involving delegates from affiliated associations and 
teaching centres, as well as other professionals, such as researchers, 
documentalists and pharmacists, whose expertise helps to enhance 
the scientific basis of homeopathy. the subcommittee coordinators 
are:

n Sc documentation: caroline Vandeschoor (belgium)
n Sc education: leopold drexler (austria) 
n Sc patients/users’ interests: Sato liu (united Kingdom)
n Sc pharmacy: Fruszina Gábor (Hungary)
n Sc politics: Hetty buitelaar (netherlands)
n Sc provings: jean pierre jansen (netherlands)
n Sc research: Günter lang (Switzerland).
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dr Thomas peinbauer, ech president

personal Background
n born in 1969 in austria, married and the father of 9 year-old 

son.
n lives and works in linz, on the danube as a medical homeopath 

in private practice.
n i have been ‘addicted’ to homeopathy for over 20 years: i un-

dertook my university education in classical homeopathy at the 
university of Vienna and the austrian Society for Homeopa-
thy. initially, in the 1990s, i studied the boger-bönninghausen 
method and later in the modern schools.

n in 1992 austria joined the european economic area and the 
maastricht treaty was signed giving european countries respon-
sibilities in health protection for the first time. that year, i was 
one of the first 10 students from the medical university of Vi-
enna to participate in the eu student exchange programme, 
eraSumuS, studying for one year in Valencia, Spain. during 
that time i lived in a student’s community, together with two 
boys from the uK and Spain, and five girls from italy, Germany, 
uK and France. in Spain in 1992/1993, i became a european 
citizen.

n i was lmHi treasurer from 2004 to 2010 and lmHi General 
Secretary from 2010 to 2013. dealing with homeopathic or-
ganisations worldwide and attending all the annual lmHi con-
gresses, i have now become a Global citizen, a cosmopolitan.

all this experience i would like to offer you as ecH president.

aims
From my point of view, ecH is primarily a very important and a 
very effective think tank in the field of homeopathy. the subcom-
mittees are the heart and the value of the organisation. the work-
ing results are a story of success. We have to be conscious of this 
great competence and improve on it where necessary. 

there have been some complaints that personal contact and ex-
change between subcommittees have not been satisfying, so in 
Zürich we implemented a new approach to rectify this. the success 
of the meetings confirm that we are on the right track.

We are living in a time of economic crisis and most of our member 
organisations are dealing with financial problems. For this reason, 
we have to change our structure and identify priorities.

one priority is the important project of the european Standard for 
Homeopathy. this officially began on 8 may 2013 and will help us 
to gain more political credibility.

another priority will be the consolidation of the two major inter-
national homeopathic organisations, ecH and lmHi. the majority 
of european medical homeopathic organisations are members of 
both. So it made sense when the council decided, at a meeting 
held in madrid, to move the ecH secretariat to berlin and merge 
the ECH and LMHI administration, and so saving about 20.000€.

two aspects are important for me regarding ecH and lmHi: Sub-
sidiarity and Solidarity. 

Subsidiarity means that a matter ought to be handled by the small-
est, lowest, or least centralised authority capable of addressing that 
matter effectively. e.g.: if there is a school in a european country 
that applies for accreditation to the lmHi, then lmHi should refer 
this school to ecH. equally, if there is a project concerning WHo, 
e.g. about WHo benchmarks for Homeopathy, this should be re-
ferred to lmHi.

and Solidarity means that we look over our garden fence and see if 
there is any need. ecH and lmHi have different purposes, but are 
working in the same direction. So it is wise for us to work together, 
harmoniously, for the greater good of homeopathy. at the interna-
tional council of the last liga congress, in 
nara, the idea of a new, WHo-like structure 
was discussed in round-table talks. We will 
see if this could be helpful for us.

i hope that i will be able to serve ecH and 
homeopathy in the best way. every one of 
us will have a certain task. together we are 
a team, and team means: together every-
one achieves more.

inTroducTion To The new council MeMBers and Their suBcoMMiTTees

in the following, the individual members of the new ecH team introduce themselves and give an overview of their subcommittee working 
fields and aims. this presentation will be continued in the next issue of the internal newsletter. 

dr Karin Bandelin, ech Vice president

personal Background
n  board member of the berlin Homeopathic association (bVhÄ) 

for many years
n  Former board member of the dZVhÄ Homeopathy Foundation, 

of the Hahnemann Society and of “Homeopaths without borders” 
n  Former lmHi national Vice-president for Germany 

aim
i would like to use my experiences to assist 
the new team around thomas peinbauer and 
on the way to link ecH and the lmHi more 
effectively. in addition, i want to promote 
better communication and understanding 
among the various schools and homeopath-
ic practice in the countries around the world.  
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dr hélène renoux, ech general secretary

personal Background
n  medical doctor and classical homeopath since 1995 with a ho-

meopathic practice near paris.
n  teacher at inHF-paris (institut national Homéopathique Fran-

çais), responsible for educational provings.
n  member of the ecH since 2009: “i have become immediately 

fond of this european sharing of ideas, energy and efforts.”
n  Secretary of the SSH (Société savante d’homéopathie) which 

aims mainly to coordinate homeopathic diplomas, relationships 
between homeopaths within the French medical community, 
and to promote unity among all the different homeopathic prac-
tices in France.

dr yves faingnaert, ech Treasurer

personal Background
n  born on 14 march 1946, i live in the city of Zottegem, bel-

gium, about an hour west of the belgian capital, brussels. my 
wife Kristel, a trained lab assistant, works as my secretary in my 
private practice. our 36-year-old daughter Katrien is a homeo-
pathic veterinarian.

n  medical doctor, K.u.l., university of leuven, 1972
n  e.b.H., belgian Homeopathic School, brussels 1977
n  medical homeopathic practice since 1979
n  Homoeopathia europea: workgroup calcarea, president since 1982
n  uHb, unio Homoeopathica belgica, founding member 1986
n  uHb treasurer since 1991
n  ecH treasurer since 1997
n  member of the lmHi since 1995, and co-organiser of the 63rd 

lmHi congress 2008 in oostende, belgium 
n  lmHi treasurer since 2010

aims
it has been my privilege to act as the ecH treasurer since 1997. 
Husbanding your money in a responsible and sensible way has al-
ways been my primary objective. as it is during all those years, we 
have enjoyed positive year end results. i felt that now would have 
been a good time for me to retire. thomas, 
however, felt differently and enjoined me to 
continue looking after our finances whilst 
assuring continuity for the new board. i de-
cided to accept his request and the General 
assembly of november 2012 confirmed my 
nomination. as an “elder person”, i have ac-
cepted to serve you in the same way and join 
this new and dynamic team.

aims
With my new position, as General Secretary of the ecH, i want to 
use the opportunity to strengthen my commitment to homeopathy 
by means of european solidarity. i hope to help with the acceptance 
and integration of homeopathic science and art within the euro-
pean health care system. to obtain some 
specific rules for ethical and clinical issues on 
homeopathic trials would be the best way to 
formalise homeopathic philosophy as much 
as homeopathic specific efficacy. conse-
quently, the availability of remedies should 
be another target, as much as the integration 
of educational provings inside high-quality 
training for homeopathic students.

caroline Vandeschoor, 
co-ordinator sc documentation

personal background 
n  masters degree in Germanic philology (Ghent university) and 

additional training in library science.
n  Working in the field of homeopathy for 23 years: documentalist 

for Heel belgium since 1990, responsible for
 the company library, and support of the department of regula-

tory affairs.
n  joined the ecH when the documentation subcommittee was es-

tablished in december 1994 and became a co-ordinator in 2011. 
n  i also have a very busy personal life, being the mother of three 

children. after having lived abroad for several years, i now live 
in my hometown Ghent in the north of belgium (Flanders). my 
mother tongue is dutch (i also speak english, French and Ger-
man). i am a passionate singer, an avid reader with a large pri-
vate book collection and i love gardening and anything that has 
to do with plants and nature. nearly all my holidays are spent 
on a sailing boat and during the summer months we make long 
sailing trips. Something to look forward to every year!

aims
n  to promote accessibility to information on homeopathy that is 

held within libraries and documentation centres in europe. 
n  to save work in documentation centres through co-operative 

projects: our “Guide to Homeopathic libraries and information 
centres” and a “thesaurus of key terms in Homeopathy” are 
available online on the website of the ecH. 

n  Standardisation of the indexing method using the Homeopath-
ic, meSH and amed thesauri, a joint journal Holdings data-
base of libraries in homeopathy (will be made available shortly), 
a joint list of dissertations on homeopathy, a comprehensive list 
of links concerned with homeopathy

n	 the working group meets once a year at different locations. 

our subcommittee consists of people who are working in the field 
of homeopathic information and documen-
tation. this can be in pharmaceutical com-
panies, foundations, associations or private 
collections. over nearly 20 years about 35 
different people joined our subcommittee, a 
few of them are still there since the very be-
ginning. the average group consists of 8 to 
10 members. the documentation subcom-
mittee team would welcome new members!
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dr hetty Buitelaar, co-ordinator sc politics

personal background
n  lives and works in capelle aan den ijssel, near rotterdam. in 

the practise i work with physiotherapists and Haptotherapists. 
n  We have two children, boy and girl, studying at the universities 

of rotterdam and amsterdam.
n  Since 2007, i have been working in this subcommittee as an 

ecH member, and i was elected as coordinator in november 
2012.

n  during the same time, i have been a board member of our na-
tional organisation for homeopathic doctors and also a member 
of the steering committee of cam cooperation for medical doc-
tors in the netherlands.

current and future activities subcommittee politics ecH:

internal
n  inform the executive committee and the council about things 

happening in all member countries. 
n  to evaluate and comment on the projects and initiatives of the 

council. Supervising function.
n  be the sparing partners of the council/president of ecH.
n  collect information from other subcommittees and report about 

them. For each subcommittee there is a subcommittee delegate 
politics, who reads the emails and minutes of one of the other 
subcommittees.

n  on subcommittee politics page of the ecH website a database 
should be established with information about how problems are 
solved in certain countries. database about things already done. 
Some discussions can already be found on the ecH website. 
(idea 2009)

n  When topics with overlap with subcommittee politics and an-
other subcommittee we discuss together. For better communi-
cation we want to invite on each meeting, another subcommit-
tee co-ordinator or a whole subcommittee to have (partly) a 
common meeting on a specific subject. 

n  in Zürich, we had a meeting with the subcommittee co-ordina-
tor of the Sc patients/users, ms. Sato liu.

external
n  communication among national organisations in the ecH is im-

proved, when as many delegates in our subcommittee as pos-
sible are the national presidents. 

n  Give feedback on the process of the cen certification project. 
n  Have a delegate in the ecH working group for the HmpWG.

other ideas for the future are:
n  bring camdoc alliance members to the subcommittee politics 

to discuss the mutual political approach within eu and to get to 
know each other better.

n  invite a lobbyist to share ideas on ‘How to get into contact with 
your national government and politicians.

n  invite someone from the chiropractic or-
ganisation or the acupuncture organisa-
tion to be informed about their experi-
ence on the cen certification.

n  Have a shared meeting with subcommit-
tee pharmacy about trustworthy phar-
macies in europe, who can provide rem-
edies that are not available in some other 
countries.

dr jean pierre jansen, co-ordinator sc provings

personal background
n  co-ordinator of Sc provings since 2008 and contributor to the 

Sc’s work since 1996.
n  physician for general medicine, homeopathy and neural therapy 

in Groningen, the netherlands – the place where von bönning-
hausen studied law and botany.

n  organised and presented postgraduate homeopathic courses lo-
cally and abroad.

n  Started to do and organise provings during the 1990s, and was 
later supervised by jeremy Sherr and have conducted a few 
provings since then. “it taught me a great deal about homeopa-
thy, but at the same time i saw the broad variation of the nature 
of the symptoms coming out. Gradually the climate around ho-
meopathy changed as well, and i decided to contribute to the 
combination of modern scientific methods with Hahnemannian 
provings, at the same time hoping that that helps to promote 
homeopathy”.

n  co-editor in chief of the international journal “Homeopathic 
links”.

n  learned to integrate homeopathy with neural therapy, another 
regulating treatment system. 

n  during free time, i am a harpsichordist in a small musical en-
semble.

aims
the Subcommittee provings (Scp) has existed for 20 years already 
and has a lot to offer to the homeopathic community. our Sc is a 
discussion forum about all items concerning homeopathic provings. 
our goal is to promote well done homeopathic drug provings tak-
ing into account ethical and legal considerations.
any person is welcome to join the subcommittee sharing his or her 
experience and expertise in the field of provings and cooperating 
to augment the quality of provings. 

n  it is important that the official regulatory requirements for ho-
meopathic provings are being monitored. therefore, Sc prov-
ings elaborated on the booklet Guidelines for a Homeopathic 
drug proving (Hdp). these guidelines are based on the struc-
ture of the conventional icH Gcp Guidelines (international con-
ference on Harmonisation, Good clinical practice), adapted to 
the specific Hdp requirements. it provides a survey of all aspects 
involved in the Hdp elaboration. these guidelines need con-
stant revision and adaptation and have recently been consulted 
also with the lmHi.

n  Sc provings can give advice about every step in the elaboration 
of a proving protocol and the ethical and legal consequences.

n  We provide consultation if information is needed to decide 
which remedy to prove or how to decide on the number of 
volunteers that you want to include in the placebo group.
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n  based on the ecH Guidelines for Homeopathic drug proving we 
distilled the minimum Standard, a checklist containing the most 
important items. it is a practical working tool.

n  a training course for proving coordinators on how to elaborate 
good quality provings is available.

n  a training course educational proving or Self experience is also 
available concerning specific items of provings done during the 
education of homeopathic physicians.

n  a proving database is in the last stage of elaboration. notwith-
standing the existing proving databases the ecH decided to 
provide, in collaboration with archibel, a proving database with 
information about their design and other characteristics on how 
each proving was performed. the data collected in this data-
base are based on the minimum Standard framework. World-
wide so many provings have been done which are only known 
by a limited number of homeopaths. the database is a means 
to find and study these valuable provings.

Several position papers and working papers are published or in 
publication and available on the ecH Website: 
n  are Hdp’s clinical phase 1 trials
n  placebos in Hdp
n  clinical Verification of Hdp symptoms
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currently, the attention of Scp focuses on the interface between 
official requirements for good medical practice and the require-
ments that good homeopathic philosophy poses to provings. con-
siderations from the area of modern research methodology can 
contribute to this, and new solutions that are specific for provings 
methodology are sought for. provings are essential for homeo-
pathic practice as well for the growth of homeopathy in its full 
range. the proving of a remedy is an important requirement for 
the registration of the remedy by the regulatory instances. it is the 
wish of the ecH Subcommittee for provings to support this work. 
members of the subcommittee participate in different roles: as ex-
perts in special subjects, as delegates from a national homeopathic 
medical association that is member of ecH, 
as general contributors, etc. Some members 
coordinate of a part of the work or perform 
certain tasks. it is an honour for me as coor-
dinator to stimulate every member to func-
tion and enjoy in an optimal way!
We welcome you, if you feel that you can 
cooperate in our subcommittee! you can 
contact me to discuss your considerations.


